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We give some uniqueness theorems for regular solutions to the Dirichlet problem 
associated with a partial differential equation of the fourth-order in an unbounded 
domain. Moreover, by means of a counterexample, we show that one of these result 
is sharp. ( lYX7 Academic Pres Inc 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B a regular unbounded domain of [w” and let A = (a,,,,,) (i, j, h, 
li = l,..., n) be a n’ x n’ matrix on B = B u ZB, with dB boundary of B. It is 
the purpose of the present paper to obtain some uniquenes theorems for 
classical solutions’ u E C4( B) n C’(B) to the system 
t”rfllh u.l?~ ).i, = ’ on B, 
lt=i on c?B, 
u ^ ,“=S on dB, 
where u,, = ?u/?s’, n is the outward unit normal to aB, u,, =n,u,, h and 
(~2, .?) are three continuous functions on B and aB, respectively, and sum- 
mation over repeated indices is implied. 
As is known, since the above system is linear, to prove the uniqueness of 
a solution u in a funcional class .F, it is sufficient to show that the system 
(u,,l,ku.lrk).j, = 0 on B, 
24 = u,, = 0 on dB, 
has only the null solution (U = 0 on B) in 3. 
(1) 
I By the symbol f?(S), with SC Iw” and nr a nonnegative integer, we denote the whole set 
of functions continuously differentiable on .S up to the order m inclusive. 
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Throughout the paper we shall assume that A satisfies one of the follow- 
ing conditions 
strong coerciveness 3u > 0, u ,,,, k Ci,C,,k 3 aC,iC,,, 
strong ellipticit? u,,I,h h, I’, h,, (‘h > O, 
(2) 
for any II x n matrix (C,,) and for any couple of vectors b and c E IR” - {Ot. 
Moreover, we shall suppose that A and (u,,,!~,,) are bounded on B, i.e., 
A =max,,,, jSUP,,BI~~ ,,,, r(X)1 ) < +x> 
A , = max,,,, (SUPS F R/ u,,~~~.,(x 1 I ) < + x 3 
and that A is symmetric, i.e.,’ 
ad = Q~~I,,,~ Vx E B, ViJ, II, k = l,..., n. 
In the sequel by p we shall designate an assigned positive increasing and 
smooth function on [0, + x ) such that lim-,+ , p(s) = + ;r_. Also, we set, 
VXE KY, r= (.Y’.Y’)’ ‘, S,= (XE R”: 1 x -01 < Ri, z‘,= boundary of S,, and 
B, = B n S,. We shall use the sign < in the formula,f’@ g for meaning that 
,f’< cg, where c is a positive constant. 
Now, we claim three lemmas which will be used in the proof of the uni- 
queness theorems. They are of some interest by themselves. The first is well 
known [ 11. The second is a weighted form of Carding’s inequality [3] and 
has been proved in [2]. Finally, the third is a weighted inequality and may 
be employed for obtaining imbedding theorems between weighted spaces of 
locally summable functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let H and h he, respectivel>l, a nonnegative nondecreasing und 
smooth ,fimction on [0, + x ) and a nonnegative ,fimction on [0, + x ) such 
that lim; _ + , /z(t) = 0. If 
then H = 0. 
3u>o, p’( H - h)’ 6 H’ on (a, + x ), (3) 
LEMMA 2. Let A be independent qf‘x and strongly elliptic and let f he CI 
smooth ,function having a compact support on B. Then, there exist t,zlo 
positive constant c and k such thut, t/u E C2( B), u = u., = 0 on iiB, 
s 
,f ‘Ulillk U,[jU,hk dv 3 C j- f *(Wu)* dv - k j (Vu@Vf’)‘dv, 
B B B 
2 It is worth remarking that the symmetry of A is required throughout the paper only for 
the sake of formal simplicity. Indeed, this hypothesis plays a fundamental role only in 
Theorem 4. 
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where Vu is the vector with components u,, and Wu, Vu @ yf are the n x n 
matrices (u,,,) und (u,,f:,), respective!)~. 
LEMMA 3. Let B be the exterior of u compact B,, and let f he a positive 
and smooth ,function on (0, + x ) such that, Yr > 0, 
(4) 
h(r)=l+‘,f ‘(l)g’(l)<‘~ “dl< +a. 
, 
Then, Vu E C’(B), u = u,, = 0 on I~B, V’s, 3 B,, 
! 
’ ,fu2 dv < 4 jBH,f’ ‘g’r”“’ “(Vu)’ dv < 16 jB,lx ‘h’(Wu)’ du. (5) 
B/4 
Proqf: Let (r, ;j) be a spherical coordinate system centered at o and let 
r = G(y) be the (local) equation of the surface JB,,. Then, since g and h are 
both positive, an integration by parts and a simple application of the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality lead to 
s 
fir? dr 
R/f 
(6) 
.f’- lgZr’l I “‘(Vu)’ dv 
RR 
a = ! s ($; ‘( ,f ‘g’r’ “(Vu)’ dv 21 U+(Y) 
= -J 
-1 
d; JR [h(Vu)‘].,dr+2 j 
IL< ,’1 Z‘I 
& jR h(Vu),;Vu dr (7) 
IL(T) 
<2 
HI? 
hrl ‘j(vu),, VU dv < 5 Jb,-f ‘g*r*” -‘*‘(Vu)* dv 
+i ’ c ,fg ‘h2(Wu)2 dv, Vi>O, Bit 
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where u,,=r -’ ’ x u,,. Now (6))(7) imply, Vc E (0, 1 ), 
1 ,fu’ dr 6 [[( 1 - i)] 
‘BR 
’ l,,,f ‘g2r2” -“)(Vu)’ dv, 
I .f ‘g2r2” “‘(Vu)’ du 6 [[( 1 -01 ’ i‘ ,fi -%‘(WU)~ dt?, BK BR 
whence (5) follows by minimizing the function [[( 1 - i)] ’ over the inter- 
val (0, 1). 1 
Remark 1. Examples of functions p are given by the elements of the 
sequence 
(w[r+exp(...(expl)...)])...)},,... 
,I-,,lll~S ,,-t,lWS 
It is readily seen that, for n = 3, conditions (4) are satisfied by choosing asf 
the function r ’ ‘, with 6 > 0. In such a case inequality (5) takes the form 
6 16[6(2 + 6)] ’ 1 r ’ - “(Wu)’ hl. 
B/t 
2. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS WITH A STRONGLY COERCIVE 
Throughout this section we shall assume that condition (2), is satisfied. 
Moreover, for the sake of formal simplicity, from now on we set r ‘x’ = 5,. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a solution to system (I) and assume that A is 
strongly coercive. [f  “. 
p’{ 22 + (Vu)‘} = O(r’ -‘I), 
(VVVU)~ = o(p’r’ -“), 
(8) 
then u=O on B. 
Proof: Multiply ( 1 ), by u and integrate over B,. Then, an integration 
by parts yields 
’ The symbols f= o(g) and ./‘= O(g), where .f and g are two nonnegative function, mean, 
respectively, lim, _ _ , (.flg)(r) = 0, 3M, fi > 0, .f(r) G Mg(r), VR 2 I?. 
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Since, by virtue of Schwarz’s inequality, 
bearing in mind (2), , (9) gives 
lBR (Wu)’ dv < {j 
1 ‘2 
[u’ + (VU)‘] da (Wu)’ da 
BnZfl 
+ i‘ jul IVWuI da. (10) LInZ,q 
On setting JBnZ, (Wu)“dti=H(R) and jBnzR IuIIWVuIdu=h(R), since 
H’(R)=! (Wu)’ da, 
B n L-R 
and lim,+ + % jBnZR 1 u 1 1 VWu 1 da = 0, (10) implies (3). Thus the desired 
result follows at once from Lemma 1. i 
THEOREM 2. Let B he the exterior of a compact B,, let u be a solution to 
system (1) and assume that A is strongly coercive. If a positive and smooth 
,function ,f exists such that (4) hold, fg ‘h2 is bounded and 
p’(WuJ2, p’(VWu)‘= O(,fr’ -“), 
p’(wu)2 = (qr”l -“y- lg2), 
(11) 
then II = 0 on B. 
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Proof: Let us start from (9) and put f- ‘g2r”’ ‘I’= LY. A repeated 
application of Schwarz’s inequality leads to, VS, 3 B,, 
and setting p = sup,+ {,fgP’h’}, Lemma 3 and (9) yield 
I 2 
d c ailhh u.,, u./,~ do G [fu’ + ir(Vu)‘] da BR 
I’2 
1 [, I 
I,2 
X +I’~ ‘(Wu)’ da + f ‘(Wu)‘da 
ZR 
+ J‘Lx,/ ‘(WVu)2da “? 
1 I 
(12) 
Then, calling H(R) the integral at 1.h.s. of (12) and noting that 
H’(R) = j [fu’ + tv(Vu)‘] da, 
Z‘R 
one easily observe that (lo), by virtue of (11) implies (3). Thus the desired 
result follows by a simple application of Lemma 1. 1 
Remark 2. Assuming that OE B, and choosing p(r) =log r and 
f(r)=r-!~-2L6, with 6 > 0, conditions (11) take the form 
(Wu)2, (VVVu)‘= O(r “‘+‘). 
On the other hand, uniqueness fails to hold if 6 = 0 and n = 3. Indeed, let 
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(I ), be the biharmonic equaton and B= R3 ~ S, Then. system (! ) admits 
the solution 
11 = r ‘+r--2 
as well as the trivial one. So condition (9) are very mild. 
3. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS WITH A STRONGLY ELLIPTIC 
This section is devoted to obtain two uniqueness theorems under the 
weak condition (2)2. In the former we suppose that the coefftcients ajlhk are 
constant and in the latter that R”- B is star-shaped. 
THEOREM 3. Let II he a solution to system (1) and assume that A is 
independent of x and strongly elliptic. Jf conditions (8) are met, then u = 0 on 
B. 
Proqf: Consider the piecewise smooth function 
g(x) = ,v(6 ‘(p(R) -p(r)), R, 6 > 0, 
where u’ is a smooth function on R, vanishing on (-a, 0] and equal to 1 
on [ 1, + m). Note that the support of g is the ball S, and Vg vanishes 
outside S,.ii = S, - S,, I(,,,~)~ hI. 
Multiply ( 1 ), by g’u and integrate over B. Then, an integration by parts 
gives 
s g’a ,,,, A u,,u.,,dv = 26 ’ B 1 B Ml’p’gu5jai,hku,,hkdv 
- 26 ’ 1; ~~‘prg5,aj,hku.,u.hkdvr 
whence, using lemma 2, we obtain 
( I g’(Wu)’ dv d k B jB (Vu@Vg)’ dv + 26-l jB w’p’gut,a,,,uJh,dv 
- 26 ~ ’ i, M.‘p’g~ju,,hk u,iu,hk dv. (13) 
Use now the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to majorize the 
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integrating function in the third integral at r.h.s. of (13). Thus, setting 
M = A 2 supR M”, we have 
26 lw’p’g~ill;,hkU,iU,hk 6 crg2(Wu)’ + CI ‘6 %zp’*(vu)*. 
Hence, taking into account (8), , it follows that 
- 26 ~ ’ lB W’p’gS,ajlllku.,u,,,~d~: d 2 jB g’(Wu)’ dc 
p’ dr 
Moreover, bearing in mind (8) and setting h(R, S)=SUP~~~~,~ 
b4l~4l~ weget 
x-1 
B 
(Vu@Vg)‘dr+Y’J’ p”(vu)‘d~ 
B 
Then, choosing r CC‘, from ( 13) it follows that 
s 
g’(Wu)“dv~fi--‘+h(R,6). 
B 
(14) 
Observe now that, as R + + co, h(R, 6) tends to zero and the function g 
tends to 1. So, using Beppo Levi’s theorem, one realizes that passage to the 
limit R--f + cc is permissible in the integral at r.h.s. of (14). As a 
consequence, letting R + + cc in ( 14) yields 
s (Wu)’ dv < 6 ‘. B 
Hence, by letting tF -+ c XL, it follows that WU =0 on B. So, taking into 
account (1 j2, we have that u -0 on B. 1 
ib - 4 1 al,,ith + ra,,I,A.r i u.,,~~.~,k S 0, (15) 
36E(O, I): fVu~/Wu~, iV4 tWW, (wuy = O( r ‘I a .I, 
the, (Vu),, = 0 on B. 
Proq/I Multiply (I )( by gru.,, with g = exp[ -clr] (a z 0) and integrate 
over 13. Then, by making use of ( 15), an integration by parts leads to 
By virtue of (15), , (16) gives 
where we have set zr =y. Thus, since YU,,, = x,n,u .,,, on ??B, (17) yields 
- f g.~lnlt~,u~,,,u,,~kn,~u.k,,da 4 (Y” + L exp [I-y] --ii dy. “if3 s I 
Now, since A is strongly elliptic and -x,n, is positive, by virtue of the 
fact that R” - B is star-shaped, this last relation leads to 
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Finally, the desired result follows from (18) by first letting x -+ 0, then 
R-++xj. 1 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, system (1) leads to solve a Cauchy 
problem. We can then apply all the classical results about the uniqueness of 
the Cauchy problem for an elliptic equation, as Holmgrem’s and 
Calderon’s theorems [4]. 
The methods used for proving Theorems 2, 3, and 4 have been 
introduced in [5, 61 to get uniqueness and continuous data dependence 
theorems for regular solutions to the system of linear elastostatics in 
unbounded domains. 
It is evident from the context that our methods may be applied to the 
Dirichlet problem for equations and systems much more general than ( I ), 
We have chosen equation ( 1 ), only for its formal simplicity. 
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